Motor cortical circuits in Parkinson disease and dystonia.
We review the motor cortical and basal ganglia involvement in two important movement disorders: Parkinson's disease (PD) and dystonia. Single and paired pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation studies showed altered excitability and cortical circuits in PD with decreased silent period, short interval intracortical inhibition, intracortical facilitation, long afferent inhibition, interhemispheric inhibition, and cerebellar inhibition, and increased long interval intracortical inhibition and short interval intracortical facilitation. In dystonia, there is decreased silent period, short interval intracortical inhibition, long afferent inhibition, interhemispheric inhibition, and increased intracortical facilitation. Plasticity induction protocols revealed deficient plasticity in PD and normal and exaggerated plasticity in dystonia. In the basal ganglia, there is increased β (14-30Hz) rhythm in PD and characteristic 5-18Hz band synchronization in dystonia. These motor cortical circuits, cortical plasticity, and oscillation profiles of the basal ganglia are altered with medications and deep brain stimulation treatment. There is considerable variability in these measures related to interindividual variations, different disease characteristics, and methodological considerations. Nevertheless, these pathophysiologic studies have expanded our knowledge of cortical excitability, plasticity, and oscillations in PD and dystonia, improved our understanding of disease pathophysiology, and helped to develop new treatments for these conditions.